
ZIG DECOUPAGE GLUE

DCPG1-1B

DCPG1-1B  Packing
Unit

6 pcs. 60 pcs.1 pc.

Inner Outer

Glue for use in decoupaging easily.  Brushes are not needed for the style of a marking pen itself.
Glue for use in decoupage on cloth,canvas, wood, or cardboard. 

DCPG1-1B
SIZE：  W69×D29×H204mm

W2.72×D1.14×H8.03in

How touse

Decoupage is said to have been developed by 
17th-century Italian furniture craftsmen attempting 
to replicate Japanese lacquering techniques.
The craft of Decoupage [French: “cutting”] involves 
gluing paper cutouts on to the surface of an object.
This is perfect for easily applying ready-drawn 
decorative papers  to a variety of surfaces, includ-
ing cloth, wood and cardboard. 
Creating a piece that is all your own is easily 
achieved with decoupage and "the ZIG DECOUP-
AGE GLUE" is all you need as this product allows 
you not to require a paint brush.
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DECOUPAGE PAPER
Paper for decoupage. Use the separately sold Decoupage Glue 
to enjoy the art of decoupage.

DCPP1-* Packing
Unit
1 pc. 6 pcs. 120 pcs.

Inner Outer

15.01③

SIZE:W116×D2×H335mm

SIZE:W142×D30×H160mm
SIZE:W5.59×D1.18×H6.30in

SIZE:W4.57×D0.08×H13.19in

PAPER SIZE:W400×H300mm
PAPER SIZE:W15.75×H11.81in

DECOUPAGE STARTER KIT
Starter kit that a glue for use in decoupage on cloth,canvas,wood, or cardboard, 
a decoupage paper, a cloth bag, an instruction are packed in a set. 

DCPK1-1 DCPK1-2

【CONTENTS】

DCPK1-3 DCPK1-4

DCPK1-* Packing
Unit

3 sets1 set 60 sets
Inner Outer

K-1 C-1 M-1 P-1

K-1

※K-1

C-1 M-1 P-1

①Decoupage Glue ②Decoupage Paper ③Cloth bag ④Instructions

332mm
13.07in

265mm
10.43in

Kaleidolines is a type of picture 
in which lines are joined to 
create a work of art.
Enjoy hand-drawn designs by 
professional artists.

Enjoy handwritten designs by 
professional calligraphers in a 
variety of beautiful styles of 
calligraphy.
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